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NEW QUESTION: 1
What makes software-defined architecture possible?
A. SaaS
B. Virtualization
C. ITaaS
D. Hyper-convergence
Answer: D
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C. Terratest
D. Node.js
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Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Explanation
You can use the combination of Terraform and Yeoman. Terraform
is a tool for creating infrastructure on Azure. Yeoman makes it
easy to create Terraform modules.
Terratest provides a collection of helper functions and
patterns for common infrastructure testing tasks, like making
HTTP requests and using SSH to access a specific virtual
machine. The following list describes some of the major
advantages of using Terratest:
* Convenient helpers to check infrastructure - This feature is
useful when you want to verify your real
* infrastructure in the real environment.
* Organized folder structure - Your test cases are organized
clearly and follow the standard Terraform module folder
structure.
* Test cases are written in Go - Many developers who use
Terraform are Go developers. If you're a Go developer, you
don't have to learn another programming language to use
Terratest.
* Extensible infrastructure - You can extend additional
functions on top of Terratest, including Azure-specific
features.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/developer/terraform/crea
te-base-template-using-yeoman
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/developer/terraform/test
-modules-using-terratest

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibits.
A customer is growing rapidly, and they need to add as many

drives as possible to their MSA 2052 array. You created the
original configuration. How many drives can be added to the
customer array? (Select two)
A. 12 SFF drives
B. 12 LFF drives
C. 24 LFF drives
D. 48 SFF drives
E. 24 SFF drives
Answer: B,C
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